Abstract. The state of the art of the intermedíate band solar cells is presented with emphasis on the use of impurities or alloys to form bulk intermedíate band materials. Quantum dot intermedíate band solar cells start to present already attractive efficiencies but many difficulties jeopardize the immediate achievement of record efficiency cells. To complement this research it is worthwhile examining bulk materials presenting an IB. Four or perhaps more materials have already proven to have it and several paths for the research of more are today open but no solar cell has yet been published based on them. This topic has already attracted many researches and abundant funds for their development worldwide.
Introduction
Donor or acceptor impurities are most often necessary in semiconductor devices but impurities introducing deep levéis are most often undesirable as the recombination, that is detrimental to most devices, is induced by these deep levéis. On the contrary, an example of device in which these deep levéis are welcome is the intermedíate band (IB) solar cell.
An IB solar cell is formed [1] of an IB material situated between two ordinary semiconductors -n-and p-type respectively-that play the role of selective contacts to conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) electrons. The IB material has a band of states (see Fig. 1 ) inside the band gap between the CB and the VB. In this way, photons with less energy than the one necessary to pump an electrón from the VB to the CB can be absorbed by transitions that pump an electrón from the VB to the IB and from the IB to the CB. Thus, a full VB->CB electrón transition (or electron-hole pair generation) can be completed by means of two photons of energy below the band gap. This mechanism should increase the solar cell current. However, any increase of cell current is usually accompanied by a reduction of the voltage. To avoid this, it is necessary that three sepárate quasi-Fermi levéis appear in the IB material, two of them associated to the VB and to the CB, as in ordinary solar cells, and the third one associated to the IB. The voltage extracted from the cell is precisely the difference of the CB and VB quasi-Fermi levéis at the n-and p-contacts respectively (changed of sign and divided by the charge of the electrón). However photons of lower energy than this voltage can contribute to the current thanks to the IB, what is not the case in ordinary solar cells.
Limit efficiency of this concept for máximum concentration (the one providing isotropic illumination on the cell with the radiance of the sun's photosphere) is 63.2% to compare with the Shockley-Queisser limit of 40.7% [2] for an ordinary cell in the same conditions [3] .
We present in Fig. 2 the equivalent circuit of the IB solar cell [4] . This equivalent circuit includes (to the left) three current generators and three diodes representing the recombination that can be associated to radiative down energy transitions which have increased valúes if non radiative mechanisms are present. The circuit also shows (square) current generators that represent the transitions associated to the absorption of phonons generated inside the cell, through the different transitions and collected by a band different from the one they were generated. To the right you can see the circuital representation of the energy transfer (or impact Auger).
v - The absorption of the photons emitted in interband transition is detrimental for the IB cell performance. This effect is suppressed if each interband (IB-»CB, VB-»IB, VB-»CB) absorption has a spectrum that does not overlap with that of other interband absorption. The optimum is when they cover the whole spectrum without overlapping [3] . An equivalent condition can be obtained in practice if the three spectrums overlap but there is a large difference in the absorption coefficients in each absorption spectrum in the wavelengths where they overlap [5] . For some transitions the non-overlapping might occur naturally but anyway, in practice a very effective of photon confinement might be required for the weaker absorbed wavelengths.
A very important condition to preserve the voltage for a solar cell that uses sub band gap photons (as it is the IB solar cell) is the need for two photons to be able to show a voltage above the energy of the lower photon absorbed. Actually, this is a thermodynamic requirement. Several studies have been presented in this respect [6] [7] [8] . Sometimes the thermal escape has been claimed as a mechanism to pump electrons form the intermedíate band (or the alternative ñame given to the level by several authors) to the conduction band. This is indeed possible but if this is the case, (look at Fig. 2 ), in absence of IB-»CB (JL,IC) photogeneration and in absence of energy transfer mechanisms (DK) the thermal escape (the reverse current of the Da diode) will not happen unless the voltage in point I is above the voltage in point C. This is the same as saying that the IB quasi Fermi level is above the CB quasi Fermi level and implies that the introduction of an IB does not increases but reduces the cell voltage.
Quantum dot (QD) [9] IB GaAs solar cells have been fabricated by several groups [4, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] based on this concept using the confined levéis of InAs QDs to form the IB (see Fig. 3 ). In some cases a small increase of the short circuit current has been measured at low temperature by using two sources of photons of different energy so providing the evidence of the electron-hole formation through the described two-photon mechanism has been produced [15, 16] . In many other cases we think that the IB-»CB transition is produced by thermal escape due to the proximity of the QD confined states to the CB so preventing a practical separation of the quasi-Fermi IB-CB levéis. In reality these cells behave very much as cells with a reduced bandgap, so producing naturally more current and less voltage. Actually, a separation of the quasi-Fermi levéis has been experimentally found by observing the electro luminescence spectrum [17] but this splitting has actually been found under strong forward biased that has forced this splitting despite the intimate contact between IB and CB. Although efficiencies higher that the corresponding GaAs cells without QDs have sometimes been measured the efficiency of the GaAs cells used for comparison are below the state of the art cells and therefore, their voltage is limited by technological problems of different nature. In particular, while the current increase has been reasonable in some cases, the voltage drop has been important except in the cases when the cell without QDs behaves poorly.
We believe that many of the problems of the QD IB solar cells might be eased if the QD size is reduced because then they can have less excited confined states able to produce a phonon-assisted path for the electrons between the IB and the CB [14, 18] . The ultimate reduction is indeed to reach the level of single atoms or impurities. In this paper we well deal with the attempts of finding IB materials and ultimately making solar cells with them. Furthermore, impurities leading to deep centres have a position of their energy level that is well within the bandgap and therefore, they are not expected to have cióse interaction with the CB and with the VB as it is the case of the shallow levéis produced in the InAs/GaAs QDs that are located at about 0.2-0.3 eV below the conduction band but that, due to the excited levéis, the real band gap is probably of less than 0.1 eV.
Attempting to exploit deep level impurities: the search of bulk IB materials.
Therefore, the alternative option is to synthesize an alloy presenting an IB. For some time this was considered impossible. However, it was shown that III-V and II-VI alloys, in which group a small amount of V and VI anions are replaced with the isovalent N and O, respectively, are the well-known examples of the highly mismatched alloys (HMAs). Unusual properties of HMAs are well explained by the recently developed band anti-crossing (BAC) model [19] . According to this model, the electronic structure of the HMAs is determined by the interaction between localized states associated with N or O atoms and the extended states of the host semiconductor matrix. The BAC model predicts that a narrow band can be formed within the band gap if the localized states occur well below the conduction band edge. Such a case is realized in ZnTe, MnTe, and Zni_ y Mn y Te alloys where the O level is located roughly 0.2 eV below the conduction band edge. In particular, alloys of the later family such as the Zno.88Mno.12Oo.01Teo.99 have been prepared [20] by implanting O ions followed by a pulse láser melting followed by a rapid thermal annealing process. For a total band gap of about 2.3 e.V. (cióse to the optimum) a sub-band-gap is situated at 2.06 e.V. from the VB as shown from photo-reflectance measurements. As far as we know, no result on solar cells based on this material has been published so far. Also the GaN x Asi-x -y Py for y>0.3 and x=0.003-0.01 is a three band semiconductor alloy with potential applications for high-efficiency intermedíate band solar cells [21] .
Following a different line of thought, ab initio band calculations suggested that certain transition metáis could form suitable IB in certain semiconductors:
• III-V; e.g. Ti, Cr in GaAs, GaP [22, 23] • Chalcopyrites (I-III-II 2 ): Ti, Cr in CuGaS 2 [24] • II-III2-VI4 spinel: Ti, V in MgIn 2 S 4 [25] • III2-VI3 spinel: Ti, V in In 2 S 3 [25] Of those, the latter has been synthesized by solvothermal techniques [26] showing spectral light absorption coincident with the observed one (see Fig. 4 ). Unfortunately, the solvothermal synthesis growth is a wet chemistry method not compatible with device manufacturing but efforts towards the implementation for device compatible procedures are under way. Finally, again along a different line of thought, materials have been sought with the specific idea of being integrated in the present chalcopyrite cell processing. It is found that for ideal IB cells the best candidate among those commonly used in this technology, of one sun operation, is the CuGaS 2 . Then, for that material band gap the efficiency vs. the position of the IB level is calculated again for the ideal cell. The position of the level for a given impurity is calculated based in the fact that for III-V and II-VI semiconductors its position, measured form the vacuum level, is the same no matter which the host is [27, 28] . This concept has also been assumed to apply for (I,III)VI 2 chalcopyrites. Many of these materials are expected to be very compatible with the thin film cell technology. Fe and Ti seem to be the most promising impurities.
An counterintuitive way of reducing the Shockley Read Hall recombination
But deep level impurities are known since oíd to cause non-radiative Shockley Read Hall (SRH) recombination. Increasing the absorption requires increasing the density of impurities and this would presumably (but not actually as we discuss here) lead to unacceptable levéis of SRH recombination. It might also lead to higher levéis of radiative recombination but that radiative recombination is just the detailed balance counterpart of the desired absorption and, in this sense, it is unavoidable. In fact, the high efficiency calculated [3] takes it into account.
Therefore it is important to understand the mechanisms of the non-radiative recombination. Although it is know that impurities leading to deep levéis are the cause of the SRH recombination, the research about the physics of non-radiative recombination has been a long-standing question in semiconductor physics. We believe [29] that the most frequent cause of non-radiative SRH recombination in the bulk of a semiconductor (in the surface cascaded mechanisms might be dominant) is the so-called Lattice Relaxation Multiple-Phonon Emission mechanism (MPE) [30] (see Fig. 5 ).
In a semiconductor, the electrons in the bands are characterized by Bloch functions extending across the whole crystal. On the contrary, the electrons in the deep traps are characterized, when the traps are enough diluted, by localized wavefunctions. In this situation, if a transition is produced from an electrón in, say, the conduction band to the localized state at the impurity, then, there is a big swift charge movement and the charge of an electrón formerly distributed across the whole crystal becomes suddenly closely packed around the impurity. This causes the impurity to be very much out of the equilibrium in the crystal lattice and consequently it starts vibrating very heavily. A "breathing mode" has been produced.
Precisely, the transition is rather probable because, in such a non equilibrium position, the full trap level is situated at an energy similar or very cióse to that of the electrons in the conduction band (point A, Fig. 5 ) and therefore the transition conserves the energy either strictly speaking, or, at worst, with the emission or absorption of a single phonon.
The violent vibration induced in the impurity by the transition is damped to its thermal valué by the successive delivery of phonons through ordinary phonon-phonon and phonon-electron interactions. The number of phonons delivered to complete the transition is the so-called Huang Rhys factor that can be in the range of 10 or 12 on many SRH capture processes.
A similar mechanism is produced when the impurity is emptied towards the valence band (through a transition in point B of Fig. 5 ).
Increasing the density of traps, so that the Mott transition [31] (or any other delocalization mechanism) is produced, will cause the impurity wavefunctions not to be localized anymore. They will therefore become extended. In this situation the MPE mechanism is not produced and the SRH recombination is thought to be suppressed.
An experimental confirmation of this has been recently obtained in Si samples doped with Ti [32] by heavy ion implantation followed of a pulsed láser melting process that restores a high quality to the crystal. Doping levéis above 10 20 cm" 3 have been achieved that are supposed to be above the Mott transition. Ti in Si produces deep levéis, leading to strong recombination. Effective lifetime has been measured by the stationary photo conductance technique [33] and longer lifetime has been found for higher Ti doses [34] in agreement with our predictions [29] and violating the usual expectations. Observation of an IB-n junction
Hall measurements in the heavily doped región has probably given a hole conductivity in the Ti band at low temperatures. Furthermore, a strongly temperature dependent diode behaviour has been found that can be explained as a IB-n junction between the Ti doped layer and the substrate [35] that at low temperature decoupled the surface IB región form the n substrate. It is proven that the behaviour is very similar to that of a hetero-junction between the n semiconductor with the Si band gap and a p-semiconductor of a bandgap equal to the Ti deep level position below the CB (about 0.3 e.V). In other words, the barrier in this material is the one produced between the ordinary doped n-Si and the heavily Ti doped Si, that at low temperature has the Fermi level at the impurity level forming a homojunction. However this homojunction at low temperature can sustain voltage. To eplain this behaviour it is not necessary to assume that the IB has p-mobility. It would behave similarty if it has n mobility Indeed, silicon, when heavily doped with Ti forms a IB material.
Conclusions
The intermedíate band solar cells is a concept [3] that can increase substantially the efficiency of solar cells. Their theory has been rather deeply studied and we think of them in terms of an equivalent circuit [4] but its development is not trivial because it is based on the utilization of levéis that are located in the bandgap. So far IB solar cells have been manufactured with InAs QDs on GaAs and cells have been fabricated with efficiencies that start to be interesting [36] . But bulk IB materials based on impurities have also been developed and constitute an alternative that deserves to be examined. Several IB materials have been synthesised, in particular
• Zno.88Mno.12Teo.987Oo.013 detected by photo-reflectance [20] • GaN x As i-x-yPy alloys with>>>0.3 detected by photo-reflectance [21] • V0.25In1.75S3 detected by absorption coefficient [25, 26] • Si:Ti (-0.2%) detected by Hall experiments [35] but so far no solar cells with bulk IB material has been published. However, diode behavior has been identified experimentally based on this IB [35] . Over two dozen of centers worldwide have published so far (in Thomson registered journals) in this topic. Dozens of millions Euro are being spent in huge programs in Japan and the USA on it.
